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MOTOR OPTIONS
SOMFY MOTORS feature an integrated radio receiver that allows you to 
operate the screen by remote. Add optional smart controls for controlling 
the shade with your tablet or smartphone. Or, add the optional “Ondeis” sun 
sensor will lower the shades automatically when shade is needed. A wind 
sensor can be added that gives the extra protection from wind by retracting 
automatically.

Standard Switch

Remote Control

Call Us for a FREE in-home estimate!

FRAME COLORS

14% Open Mesh

Ivory Mocha Brown

Bronze White Black

Gray Taupe Green

Frame colors may vary due to the printing process.

Ondeis Sun
& rain sensor



Screen fabric can be raised and lowered easily with a hand crank or 
motor.

A Full Cassette Retractable Rolling Screen
with a compact 5” x 5” box design,
Weighted hem bar, and Zipper Side Tracks

Do you want to relax and enjoy your outdoor space free from sun glare, moderate inclement weather, 
and without those pesky bugs? The SC4500/4600 is the perfect rolling retractable screen for protecting 
you and your family, or your restaurant patrons. It is ideal for protection on porches, Pergolas, 
verandas, garage doors, and lanais. Simply roll down the screen with the manual crank or motor and
the zipper system will do the rest. This specially engineered
zipper system holds the fabric within the tracks
allowing for opening to be more protected when
the fabric is lowered. Sunair® offers only the
highest quality mesh, fiberglass, and vinyl
PVC fabrics from the best-known
brand names in the industry.
Choose the fabric that best
fits your needs from our
variety of available
fabrics.

MAX SIZE:
SC4500 model up to 20 ft. Wide & 16 ft. High: Max width will 
depend on fabric and height. Max height will depend on width. 
Slightly wider widths are possible depending on height and fabric 
choice. SC4600 model up to 24 ft. Wide & 9 ft. High, with Nano 
95 mesh fabric.

OPERATION:
An exterior gear/crank set is standard. Standard Interior rear 
cassette crank and motor optional. SC4500 and SC4600 motors 
are also available as hardwire with push button, or with radio and 
remote control.

RECOMMENDED FABRICS:
Tuffscreen by Phifer (45% open mesh).
Recsreen 5000P (5.5% open mesh).
Recsreen 6000P (3% open mesh).
Nano 95 (5% open mesh).
Mermet Fiberglass (1 – 10% open mesh).
Para Tempotest acrylic fabric.
Ferrari 502 solid vinyl PVC with optional clear film windows.


